OPTILAB X

Leading lab automation for the Optical Industry
A STEP AHEAD
FlexLink is commited to leading the way, providing new automation solutions for Optical Labs across
the world. With over 15 years experience and know-how, our installations span both wholesale and
retail labs, as well as retail stores. Over the years, our solutions handling optical trays revolutionized
the industry by allowing complete automation in production. Now, we are raising the bar again with the
introduction of OPTILAB X, the future of optical lab automation.
OPTILAB X
It is very important that optical labs automate in a functional way to accomodate scalability for future
growth or future changes their facility. OPTILAB X provides both flexibility and modularity, combined
with add-on devices that can take your lab to the next level.
CUSTOMER FOCUS
From the lab layout and master planning to the completed and turnkey installations, our experienced
team of professionals ensure you have the latest and most innovative solutions for handing optical
trays to the optical industry with an experienced team of professionals. With each project, the FlexLink
Team is innovating to the next level of solutions for conveying, handling optical trays, smart stacking and
sorting, and product handling with robotics.

OPTILAB X
A closer look at OPTILAB X
Backed by the know-how of FlexLink, the
integration of our conveyors are built for fast
and easy installations, while providing the
following:
• Modular plug and play conveyors make
design faster and modifications easy to
complete
• Standard tray handling to rotate, transfer and
elevate trays
• Smart routing of trays including OEE data
collection
• Tray ‘Resort’ for advanced sorting and
buffering options
Find your solution
Do you want to take significant steps towards
higher efficiency in your lab?
Our experts will help you choose the solution
best suited for your needs. The analysis
is based on factors such as throughput,
processes, and your current lab layout.
FlexLink offers high quality components and
function modules to the optical industry.
Service and support are integral parts of
the unique offer, as it ensures maximum
performance over time and a low cost of
ownership.
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